**SUPER WING OPTIONS**

P-51D Mustang

---

**Colors Used in the Instructions**

**Marks Used in the Instructions**

These are extra parts to the P-51D's kit.

**Attention!**

- In order to properly express the shape of the items, it was unavoidable for some parts to have sharp edges. Please be careful.
- When it comes time to use tools and paints, please carefully follow the individual instructions respective to each tool for your safety.
- Instant glue should be used for these parts. Please note that they cannot be glued with plastic model cement. Please finish with a coat of metal primer or similar.
- To use this item, please refer to the assembly manual of the 1/32 "P-51D Mustang" as well. Please consider, we recommend using "Vallejo Colors," acrylic hobby paints for the new century. Please check the 1/32 "P-51D Mustang" assembly manual, as well as historical consideration, for your understanding.

**Parts of the Kit.**

Refer to p 13.


**Plan & Design:** Zoukei-Mura, Inc. [http://www.zoukeimura.co.jp/](http://www.zoukeimura.co.jp/)

**Manufacturer:** Eduard

---

**Prices:**

- Early Model Version: ¥2,000 (Including Tax ¥2,100)
- Late Model Version: ¥2,000 (Including Tax ¥2,100)

Purchasers from VOLKS USA: Please contact service@volksusa.com.
Purchasers from VOLKS Japan International Web Site: Please contact imos@volks.co.jp.

We take the utmost of care when overseeing manufacturing, but if your kit is among the very small percentage that contains a defective part, please contact customer service within two weeks of your purchase with your full name and order number.

Please note that items which have been opened, worked with, can't be exchanged. Thank you for your understanding.